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Peter Fagan and Charles Abela 

Meeting Chair Peter Fagan 
 

Secretary 
 

Eric Ooms 

1. Attendance: 18 residents as per attendance book, Steve McAndrew, Matraville 
Precinct, Dr Natalie Moltschaniwskyj, Director Fisheries Research 
Institute, Department of Primary Industries, Randwick Council: Troy 
Longworth, Duncan Rennie, Todd Clarke, Jo Chittick Minute taker. 

2. Welcome 
and 
Acknowledgme
nt of Country 

Peter welcomed everyone to the Zoom meeting and gave the 
Acknowledgement of Country. 
 

3. Apologies: Councillors Danny Said, Noel D’Souza and Bill Burst; Carol Abela, Gail 
Tring, Eric Ooms  

4. Declaration 
of interests: 

Peter is a member of: 
* Botany Cogeneration Plant Community Reference Group (Suez and 
Opal Paper and Recycling, B9 Mill, Matraville) 
* Malabar Waste Water Treatment Plant Community Consultative Group 
* Save Yarra Bay executive. 
Peter and Charles are members of Botany Mill Community Liaison Group 
(Opal Paper and Recycling) and NSW Ports Community Consultative 
Committee.  

5. Minutes of 
previous 
meeting 

The Minutes of the previous meeting were distributed and accepted. 
Minutes are sent to the Precincts Coordinator at Council who publishes 
them on Council’s website:  
https://www.randwick.nsw.gov.au/community/community-
consultation/precincts/precinct-correspondence  

6. Water safety 
and lifesaving 
at Little Bay 
 

Guest speakers: Duncan Rennie, Manager Public Safety & Aquatic 
Services, Todd Clarke, Director City Services, Randwick City 
Council and Dr Natalie Moltschaniwskyj, Director Fisheries 
Research Institute, Department of Primary Industries (DPI) 
 
Duncan spoke about the incidents at Little Bay since 31 January. On 31 
January, a father and son were swept from the rocks on the south side of 
Little Bay while rock fishing. A call was made to 000, lifeguards came 
quickly but by the time they arrived, both persons had drowned. 
Paramedics and rescue efforts were sadly unsuccessful. Neither person 
was wearing lifejackets, which are legislated for this activity. 
 
Two weeks later we had the shark attack of the ocean swimmer at 
Julienne’s on the north side of Little Bay. In summary, Council is very 
proud of Randwick lifeguards and public safety staff and the way the 
events have been handled from the lifeguard perspective. Marine Area 
Command and surf lifesaving, have been very admirable. 
 
Following the shark attack, Department of Primary Industries laid smart 



drumlines, as part of trial program agreed by Randwick Council for the 
whole coastline, from Little Bay to Bondi. We also have a listening station 
at Maroubra. 
 
Todd Clarke, Director City Services said it had been a horrific summer 
with bad weather and an unprecedented levels of incidents. The demand 
placed on our LGA has been exacerbated by Covid, with people coming 
from all over Sydney to find some open space. Council is having to 
service and respond to things that it never had to before. We can’t just 
use that as an excuse. We are in a position to see how we operate 
services, look at risks and consider all these matters. With some of the 
incidents, there was not a lot of prevention that could have taken place. 
The shark attack was historic in its own right. We are doing everything we 
can to see how we service the community along a long stretch of 
coastline. With traffic, water and parks, we are looking at the best 
strategies to improve our service. 
 
PF- what sort of incidents were not typical? TC the shark incident was a 
big surprise. Dept Primary Industries provided a briefing on shark 
management in December last year. We are seeing people swim in areas 
that are not conventionally swimming spots, aside from the shark 
incident. At Malabar and La Perouse, people are spreading out further to 
get space. There was an intoxicated swimmer rescued off Clovelly point. 
We’ve had traffic and transport issues, behaviour issues, illegal parking 
near residences and, parklands, and parties resulting in waste and 
residue from late night activities. We have almost a 24-hour response. 
We have to increase that now, as demanded by the community and we 
need to look at how we fund it. Covid has increased activity. The load has 
been carried up and down the LGA. 
 
Beach Safety Preventative Measures 
 
Jacquie Charlesworth suggested beach safety and management 
measures that she believes are urgently required for Yarra Bay, 
Frenchman’s Bay, Little Conwong Bay, Congwong Bay and Little Bay: 

1. Life Guards 

2. Life Savers 

3. Drones - Duncan and Todd said that they would not be allowed due to 
the flight restrictions. Helicopters regularly fly over Yarra Bay so perhaps 
we could have a helicopter fly past to look for sharks instead. It would be 
worthwhile asking if drones could be approved for use just for shark 
protection for the bays and beaches. Perhaps the rules could be changed 
to allow for this to occur safely? 

4. Red Flags 

5. Jet ski patrols for sharks 

6. Signs warning about sharks 

7. Signs warning about raw sewerage and pollution in the water and 



advice not to swim for at least three days after heavy rain 

8. Signs warning paddle board riders that there are sharks in the bays 
and not to go out too far 

9. Regular/weekly, consistent patrols of all bay beaches by Rangers to 
remove dog owners and their dogs from our beaches 

10. The sewerage pipe that runs along Yarra Bay owned by Sydney 
Water needs regular maintenance and a complete upgrade is required to 
stop the raw sewerage flowing into the water as it currently does 

DR – re the suggestion for drones, there are heavy restrictions given the 
location to airport. The only beach licenced to fly them is Maroubra. North 
of there is in a flight path. You may have seen them after the shark 
incident but this was under a short-term mission approval by CASA. 
 
DR – re lifeguards at all beaches, we do annual risk assessments taking 
many factors into account. Each beach has a rating, and that’s how we 
work out if lifeguards are recommended. Up to the most recent one, none 
of the beaches where they aren’t currently operating has qualified to have 
them. 
 
TC – Council are entertaining everything mentioned and all options are 
open. We are moving with demand and expectations and will present to 
Council for consideration;  
 
Dogs on beaches is a hot topic which we have mandated to look at in the 
next few months. Council resolved to investigate a dog off-leash beach 
area. This is a most topical conversation at the moment with both dog 
and non-dog owners. We hope to have a suitable location at suitable 
times for dogs. 
 
Paid parking is getting a bit more momentum. Historically it has been an 
issue with strong local opposition. 
 
Jacquie was invited to send her suggestions to Todd Clarke. Peter will 
arrange that. 
 
Rose McMillan said that her husband was an experienced fisherman, and 
never went round to the gutter or trap at Little Bay unless the wind and 
tide were right; he always wore proper gear and never turned his back to 
the waves. Many fishermen today aren’t aware of this problem. They 
wear thongs, walk too close to the edge and don’t realise the dangers. As 
the gutter is a very dangerous place to fish, Rose suggested a sign at a 
certain point, saying “Experienced fishers only beyond this point. Life 
support jackets required” in different languages. 
 
DR – good points. We’ve reviewed Little Bay signage, there are some 
recommendations going out. There are signs on both sides of Little Bay 
and on the stairs to the beach but we are looking at alternatives. 
 
PF - when you say risk assessment, Little Bay has been excluded from 
having a lifeguard service, but if you had more financial resources to 



invest, would you have lifeguards at Little Bay or would you still think 
them unnecessary? TC it’s not a financial consideration, we conduct a 
risk assessment independently of financial consideration. We look at 
crowd numbers, etc, and if a location warrants the rating, Council will find 
the resources. 
 
NB – Is there any evidence to support the suggestion that the water was 
chummed (bait fed into it).by fishermen at the time of the incident, and 
was this considered to be a contributor to the incident? 
 
Guest speaker: Dr Natalie Moltschaniwskyj, Director Fisheries 
Research Institute, Department of Primary Industries (DPI) 
 
NM – the coroner will be investigating those questions. We wait till police 
have completed their investigation and spoken to everyone, then look at 
all the evidence. It would be inappropriate to speculate based on what we 
hear in media/social media. 
 
Peter requested that Natalie give a summary of some key points on what 
the DPI is doing and the future of shark management along our coastline, 
especially Malabar, Little Bay and the Botany Bay beaches. 
 
CH – one of the rules I always followed when swimming in ocean was to  
never swim at dawn or dusk, (feeding times), or on dull days. Always 
swim on a bright sunny day. Dull days are the same as dawn/dusk, prime 
feeding time. (Rose – or with your dog, a strong smell). Maybe we could 
have some signage warning people not to swim at dawn and dusk, when 
there is a greater risk? 
 
NM – the kind of messaging we put out is about being shark smart, about 
their behaviour. Dawn and dusk relates to the feed behaviour of bull 
sharks (one of the dangerous species), when they’re most active. Murky 
waters, where you can’t see what’s in the water poses a risk. A shark 
can’t identify you clearly visually, so feels you, exploratory. Our hands 
flash white and look like fish. One of the things we’ve observed with white 
shark attacks, they can happen on very clear, sunny days, with lots of 
people in the water. We’re very careful about our messaging around 
white sharks. Re the dog scent issue, Natalie will ask one of the shark 
scientists on her team. 
 
TC – said he grew up on coastline, and has surfed most of the  coastline. 
At dawn/dusk/middle of the day, he would be hesitant to go into 
Julianne’s (where the person was taken). It is a risk, from different swells 
and currents as well, and not an overly safe spot. There are a few things 
we can do and some we can’t control. Education is paramount. Dept of 
Primary Industries facilitated community pop-ups to provide education. 
We’ll take that on board, and signage. With one of the fatalities in the last 
five years, we had done a risk assessment of Coogee coastline due to 
people falling from cliffs, north of Coogee Beach and we installed signs. 
Unfortunately, that did not prevent another fatality. 
 
NM - observe the activity of birds and fish and be shark smart. If there’s a 
lot of activity and white water, this is an indication of predator activity 
which could be salmon, sharks or dolphins. When schools of fish are 
being pushed towards shore, assume something is pushing them and 



make a hasty exit. 
 
PF - what measures have you put in place in the last 2 weeks? 
NM - We are rolling out smart drumlines along the coastline and contract 
fisherman are managing their operation. DPI responds to incidents by 
working with drones and helicopters. We started the smart drumline 
program a little earlier than planned, using DPI resources. A solitary 
ranger has been going up and down, a series of buoys have gone in. We 
are deploying those. They’ll be in the water for the foreseeable future to 
provide mitigation for beach users. Smart drumlines, unlike usual 
drumlines, have a smart communication element, sitting between two 
connected buoys. The shark takes the baited hook, and the device starts 
communicating that there is something on the hook. The contractor has 
to respond within 30 minutes. They try to get there very quickly before the 
animal dies. If it’s a white or tiger shark, they take it one km offshore, put 
an acoustic tag on the shark which can be read by the listening station 
along the coastline, and release the shark. Satellite tagging showed 
these sharks don’t like interacting with us and head straight offshore to 
deep water. We don’t see them for several months. White sharks show 
clear migratory patterns. We’ve had a trial on the north coast over two 
summers, deployed nets and smart drumlines and found five times as 
many target sharks caught by smart drumlines than nets resulting in 
fewer deaths of animals. Smart drumlines have been in Ballina/Evans 
Head since 2016. In that time, when drumlines are in the water, there’s 
been no shark/human interaction. In the last five or six years, when the 
contractor couldn’t deploy smart drumlines due to poor weather, there’s 
been interaction. The smart drumlines do reduce the risk but won’t 
eliminate it. 
 
PF - the drumlines go down each morning and are taken up each night? 
NM -Yes. 
PF - What happens in a case where a shark gets hooked on a drumline, 
but the weather is really bad and the boat can’t get out there? NM - The 
contractor can’t leave them out there and must remove them before the 
weather deteriorates. In summer, if there’s a strong nor-easterly, the 
contractor might have to pull them up earlier. 
 
Peter thanked Natalie for joining us and giving us that information and 
also for the really well put together community information event at Little 
Bay on the previous Sunday which over 140 people attended. 
Surf Rescue 30 boat update 
Peter asked Todd and Duncan what is happening with the Surf Rescue 
30 boat which operates from the shed at Fishermans Road in Malabar? 
TC - The conversation has been between SLS and the surf unit 
themselves. Council funds the vessel and assets that support it: the boat 
shed, car and trailer. The boat is currently out of service but TC believes 
the issues preventing its operation have been resolved and a return to 
service date may be announced soon. He is happy to extend an invitation 
to the president of Surf Rescue 30 to give the Precinct more information. 
 
Regarding the GoFundMe campaign for the widow of the father/son who 
died, Peter advised that the target of $25,000 was easily exceeded and 
the campaign was currently closed. 
 
Todd advised that Council also resolved to help with awareness about 



rock fishing. 
 
Peter thanked Duncan and Todd for joining us. 
 

7. Discussion 
on the new 
bus services 
– issues to 
raise with 
TfNSW. 
 

Peter travels into the CBD for work three days a week and has had a 
reasonably positive experience. However a lot of people are finding life 
more difficult. With many services modified or no longer available, they 
have to catch two buses or a bus and tram. 
 
With the Omicron outbreak people were travelling less, working from 
home and keen to keep doing so. As a result, bus services aren’t back to 
the level of patronage prior to Covid in March 2020. If the new system is 
going to lead to issues of overcrowding that is not apparent at the 
moment. 
 
Peter asked residents to email their issues to the Precinct so a list could 
be collated and sent to TfNSW. 
 
The following issues were raised: 
 
 Lack of a direct service to the eastern (Elizabeth Street) side of the 

CBD (was the L94 and 394 route) 
 With the need to take two buses or to take a bus and a tram (which 

involves a mode change) the cost of travel for one commuter is 
approximately 100% higher. 

 The 390X from Randwick Brigidine College to La Perouse does not 
stop at the school sometimes to pick up the students and then the 
bus sometimes terminates at Little Bay Prince Henry forcing the 
students to walk to Phillip Bay and La Perouse. 

 La Perouse residents would like the 392 service to commence from 
La Perouse rather than Little Bay. 

 
8. Traffic 
noise 
management 
around La 
Perouse and 
the proposed 
La Perouse 
toilet block 
renovation 
 

Charles spoke against two motions at Council’s meeting on 22 February. 
Refer to the minutes of the Council meeting for details: 
 
https://randwick.infocouncil.biz/Open/2022/02/OC_22022022_MIN_3296
_AT.PDF 
 
Motion: LA PEROUSE HEADLAND TOILETS UPGRADE - RESULTS OF 
COMMUNITY 
CONSULTATION 
Against Mr Charles Abela 
Motion: SHORTAGE OF PARKING AT LA PEROUSE 
ON WEEKENDS 
Against Mr Charles Abela 
 

9. Chris 
Hanson – 
Update on No 
More 
Incinerators 
campaign 
(Suez/Opal 

The EPA have released their draft Protection of the Environment 
Operations (General) Amendment (Thermal Energy from Waste) 
Regulation 2021 and it will be open for comment until 20 March 2022. 
 
No More Incinerators (NMI) will be uploading a sample submission to our 
website that can be used as a basis for submissions from residents and 
supporters. In a nutshell, it would appear that Suez’s current proposal will 
not meet the draft regulation and would not be allowed. However industry 



proposal for 
Opal mill). 
 

has been asked to provide feedback so it’s important that as many 
residents as possible make submissions. 
 
Subsequent to the draft regulation being released, NMI has spoken to 
Dylan Parker (Mayor of Randwick) and Christina Curry, Mayor of 
Bayside. Both are getting legal advice on the ramifications of the 
proposed regulations. 
 
What’s concerning is a note in the regulation (Clause 128D) which says 
that a State Significant Development shall not be subject to the 
regulations. Given that Suez’s proposal is classified as a State Significant 
project, the note would mean Suez’s proposal may could still be allowed 
under the regulation, making the regulation worthless to the proposal’s 
opponents. 
 
Matt Thistlethwaite, Michael Daley and Dylan Parker have also written to 
the EPA to ask for clarification. Subsequently, the EPA came back to NMI 
and said that a new State Environment Plan (SEP) will address that note. 
Chris said he thought it would have been easier just to delete the note, 
but the EPA has decided to leave it and create a new SEP. 
 
On one hand it would appear that Suez’s proposal won’t be successful, 
but it doesn’t mean they won’t try to modify or create a new proposal to 
get around the regulation. Chris stressed that the campaign isn’t won until 
Suez withdraws its proposal. 
 
Effective opposition requires numbers, so it’s important that as many 
residents as possible lodge submissions before 20/03/22. See the model 
submission on the NMI website. 
 
NMI are also running information stalls at our beaches on Sundays from 
12 to 4pm – so far, at Coogee and Maroubra and the next one will be at 
Malabar on Sunday 06/03/22 weather permitting –check out NMI’s 
Facebook page for details. NMI will be selling t-shirts and bumper 
stickers and providing information. 
In terms of the overall feedback from residents, most think the incinerator 
proposal is dead and buried but it’s not. Please be aware of what’s going 
on and make a submission. 
 
Cr Bill Burst raised a motion which was accepted at the last Council 
meeting for Council to provide 40 “No Matraville Incinerator” pole banners 
which will be rotated around the LGA showing Council’s opposition to the 
incinerator. 
 
Mayor Dylan Parker has been showcasing Council’s newly branded “No 
Incinerator” collection truck. Bayside also has one and Council will be 
doing a joint media launch at the Botany Aquatic Centre on Monday 21 
March at 3.30pm. Residents are invited to be part of the event and both 
Matt Thistlethwaite and Michael Daley will be present along with Mayors 
and Councillors from both Councils. 
  
NMI has also had some media stories in Eastern Suburbs Life (ESL) and 
a journalist from ESL attended the last Matraville Precinct meeting. 
 
Mayor Dylan Parker is also meeting with the Vice President of Suez’s 



business development arm this week for a formal briefing as to where 
they are with the project. 
 
Susan Graham asked whether Chris was attending the meeting. No, as 
this meeting is between Dylan and Suez’s VP of their business 
development arm, but Dylan has been thoroughly briefed by NMI and the 
meeting will be minuted.  
 
Peter thanked Chris for his report. 
 

10. Chris 
Hanson on 
traffic signage 
and traffic 
calming/contr
ol measures 
for Prince 
Henry streets. 

Chris Hanson and Susan Graham are having a site meeting with 
council’s Transport Engineer, Alex Lin (AL) at Prince Henry tomorrow 
(01/03) to go through the issues. Chris has had a lot of discussions with 
AL, who pointed out that Australian road standards didn’t require Council 
to have any road markings at Prince Henry. CH then requested a site 
meeting to go through the issues. CH said that the road markings had 
worn off many of the roads on the southern end of Prince Henry and 
many people think that those roads are one way instead of two way, and 
this was causing safety issues. 
 
CH confirmed that because the roads are so narrow, we at least want the 
lines replaced and if possible, the intersection transverse lines moved in 
slightly. Susan and Chris will go in to bat for Prince Henry. SG felt that 
the main issue was getting the road markings replaced and that rather 
than repainting the road markings piecemeal, all the roads at PH should 
be inspected and redone as required. CH said that reflectorised 
pavement paint would last longer and stand out at night. 
 
CH requested the meeting resolve to formally request Council to replace 
the markings with reflectorised paint. SG said she would rather talk to 
Council’s Transport Engineer first to hear his view before we do this as 
it’s a PH issue, not a a Precinct issue. PF agreed and wished CH and SG 
good luck for their meeting. PF reiterated that road markings must be 
refreshed. 
 
ADDENDA: 
 
Council’s Transport Engineer (AL) has agreed to: 
 
 Assess all of the streets at PH and map out which he believes need 

remarking 
 Use reflectorised paint for any that need repainting 
 Investigate the installation of raised pavement markers (RPVs) in 

between the double lines on the minor road leading up to the 
intersection. 

CH to report status next meeting. 
 
 

11. News and 
reports from 
Chairpersons 
 

Documents Council would like people to review and comment on are: 
 
Draft Economic Development Strategy 
 
https://www.yoursay.randwick.nsw.gov.au/draft-economic-development-



strategy 
 
Draft Community Strategic Policy 
 
https://www.yoursay.randwick.nsw.gov.au/community-strategic-plan 
 
Council is inviting ratepayers to make suggestions for the annual budget. 
Please feel free to discuss your suggestions and forward them in writing 
to: 
 
Amanda Mather 
Community Consultation Officer 
Randwick City Council 
02 9093 6934  
amanda.mather@randwick.nsw.gov.au 
 
An event we have been asked to promote to the community is: 
 
Composting and Worm Farming 
Compost Revolution invites you to learn how to turn organic your waste 
into food for your garden! Join our popular and interactive composting 
and worm farming workshop hosted by the amazing Margaret of Moss 
House. The session will be highly interactive with lots of discussion and 
opportunities to get your own questions answered! 
 
When: Saturday 19 March, 2 to 4pm 
Where: Paddington Community Garden, Trumper Park, end of Quarry 
Street, Paddington, NSW 2021, east of Palms Tennis courts 
 
Book your free ticket here: 
https://compostrevolutionworkshopmarch.eventbrite.com.au 
 

12. Other 
Business: 

Nil 
 

13. Meeting 
closed: 

8.55 pm 

14. Next 
meeting: 

Monday 2 May 2022 (Zoom or face-to-face – to be confirmed)  

 


